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PART I - OVERVIEW 

1. On this motion, the Applicants, Horseshoe Valley Developments 2018 Inc. (“HVD 

2018”) and Romspen Development Corporation (“Romspen”) (together, the 

“Applicants”), seek a declaration from the Court that an easement created for the 

purposes of managing stormwater (the “SWM Easement”) be interpreted as preventing 

the servient tenement from doing anything with the land over which the Easement was 

granted except for maintaining a golf course. Such land (zoned residential since before 

the SWM Easement was granted) currently consists of a naturalized golf course, not 

having been run as a golf course since 2016.  
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2. Romspen is the party in control of the dominant tenement lands (the “Romspen 

Lands”) and those lands are adjacent to the servient tenement lands owned by the 

Respondents, Zhiyuan Charles Xiao and his companies (the “Respondent”) (the “Xiao 

Lands”). The SWM Easement was granted in 2001 by the then owner of the Xiao Lands 

in favour of the Romspen Lands in 2001.1 At the time, the Romspen and Xiao Lands were 

owned and managed by related parties. 

3. Romspen does not seek this declaration based on any existing concerns relating 

to the Romspen Lands’ stormwater management needs (of which there are none). 

Instead, Romspen seeks this declaration for two distinct collateral benefits unrelated to 

the SWM Easement and its purpose: 

(a) Romspen calculated that development of the Xiao Lands from golf course 

lands to a residential development will hurt the “marketability” of Romspen’s 

Phase 4/5 Developments (discussed further below), which it wants to sell 

as abutting “green space”; and, 

(b) Romspen wants its amendments to its Phase 4 draft plan approved by the 

Township of Oro Medonte (the “Township”), and the Township has 

withheld such approval pending determination of the stormwater 

management needs of both the Xiao Lands and the Romspen Lands 

(among other things).  

 

                                            

1 Instrument No. LT522878 registered November 15, 2001; Ulicki Affidavit, Moving 

Record, para. 19 and Exhibit “J”, pp. 28, 115-119 
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4. Neither of these collateral benefits are of concern to either this Court or the 

Respondent on a motion to interpret the SWM Easement. Instead, this motion is 

Romspen’s last ditch effort as first mortgagee to the Romspen Lands to presumably 

prevent further losses on a failed investment in HVD 2018’s predecessor corporation, 

Horseshoe Valley Ltd. (“HVL”).  

5. As admitted within the Applicants’ factum at para. 21, HVL failed to sufficiently 

develop the Romspen Lands from May 2010 to July 2016 (what it refers to as the “Five 

Phase Development”) in accordance with Romspen’s expectations. Romspen now 

seeks to recoup its losses by: 

(a) selling the unfinished developments (being the Phase 4/5 Developments) 

for the highest price (thereby capitalizing on any “green space”); and,  

(b) save on costs relating to any changes that may be necessary to the draft 

plan approval for the Five Phase Development obtained by HVL in 2001 

(the “2001 Approval”), such Approval having been extended in 2017, 2020 

and 2021 and now requires updating to accommodate the residential 

development of the Xiao Lands. 

6. This attempt by Romspen to interpret the SWM Easement well beyond its purpose 

for its own commercial interests is both improper and an attack on the proprietary rights 

of the Respondent as owner of the Xiao Lands. In substance and effect, Romspen is 

seeking to sterilize the Xiao Lands and leave the Respondent – the owner of the Xiao 

Lands – a steward of grass.  
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7. This motion must be dismissed as a result and the SWM Easement left to operate 

as it was intended: granting the dominant tenements egress onto the Xiao Lands for 

stormwater management purposes until such time until the Easement is extinguished.  

8. The extinguishment of the SWM Easement is itself a virtual certainty with the 

development of the Xiao Lands and, for this reason, this motion is also premature.  

9. As discussed in detail below, the Respondent and the Township are in the process 

of negotiating an agreement by which the Respondent will convey to the Township those 

lands necessary for proper stormwater management of the Xiao Lands, Romspen Lands 

and adjoining lands (the “Conveyance” and the “Township Agreement”). As at the date 

of this factum, the Respondents’ engineers and municipal team are identifying all of those 

lands that would be necessary for stormwater management, and preparing a proposal for 

the Township for the Conveyance.  

PART II – FACTS 

Background to the Romspen Lands and the Xiao Lands 

10. The Respondent does not dispute the background facts set out in paras. 16 to 20 

of the Applicants’ factum relating to the history of the Romspen Lands and Xiao Lands 

from 1999 to 2016. As set out in those paragraphs, the Romspen Lands and the Xiao 

Lands were owned and managed by related parties (together, the “Resort Lands”).2 

                                            

2 Ulicki Affidavit, Moving Record, paras. 6 & 23 and Exhibits “B” and “L”, pp. 23-24, 49-
50 & 138-243 
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Virtually all of the easements on title to the Xiao Lands relate back to the time that the 

Resort Lands were owned by the same or related parties3 – including the SWM 

Easement. 

11. The Resort was subsequently divided into separate ownerships, with a portion of 

the land comprising the Xiao Lands first sold to Skyline Horseshoe Valley Inc. (“Skyline”), 

then to the Respondent’s predecessor on title, and then to the Respondent.4   

12. The Romspen Lands, in contrast, continued to be owned by its predecessor, HVL, 

until it was put into receivership by Romspen in 2018 and then taken over by a separate 

entity, referred to herein as HVD 2018.5  

13. Romspen was first mortgagee on the Resort and remains HVD 2018’s first 

mortgagee over the Romspen Lands. The Respondent understands that Romspen is 

funding a part of the development on the Romspen Lands and is in de facto control of 

such Lands, to be referred to as the Phase 4/5 Development.6  

 

 

                                            

3 Instrument No. LT522878 registered November 15, 2001; Instrument No. SC773798 
registered October 14, 2009; Ulicki Affidavit, Moving Record, paras. 22, 35-36 and 
Exhibits “J” and “P”, pp. 115-119, 279-284 
4 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 9, p. 5 
5 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 10, p. 5 
6 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 11, p. 5 
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The Receivership Application  

14. The within application is a receivership application (the “Application”) Romspen 

initiated against HVL in 20167 because of run-of-the-mill creditor complaints in the 

property development insolvency space: (a) HVL owed Romspen significant sums (over 

$20 million), and (b) the Five Phase Development had only progressed to a limited extent 

from 2010 to 2016 (the Five Phase Development consists of land referred to in the 

Applicants’ factum as the “Easement Lands”).  

15. As part of this Application, Romspen purchased Phase 4 and 5 of the Easement 

Lands from HVL via an asset purchase agreement dated October 20, 2017 (the “HVL 

APS”), obtained a Vesting Order issued February 16, 2018 approving the HVL APS, and 

took title to such lands in the name of HVD 2018 (the “HVD Lands”).8  

16. The Five Phase Development, and therefore the Phase 4/5 Developments, are 

based on the 2001 Approval, first granted in 2001 to the then owners of the Romspen 

Lands. The Approval was extended in 2017, 2020 and 20219 – after Romspen obtained 

the aforementioned Vesting Order.   

 

 

                                            

7 Ulicki Affidavit, Moving Record, paras 14, p. 26 
8 Ulicki Affidavit, Moving Record, para. 43, p. 36 
9 Ulicki Affidavit, Moving Record, para. 47, p. 37 
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The Xiao Lands 

17. The Respondent purchased the Xiao Lands under an Agreement of Purchase and 

Sale, dated May 22, 2018 (the “Xiao APS”), to develop a medium density residential 

community in what is now a naturalized former golf course (the “Project”).10 The 

Respondent paid $11 million for the Xiao Lands, with the clear intention to develop the 

property as residential housing.11  

18. There was no indication then or thereafter that the Xiao Lands could not be 

residentially developed and/or that adjoining landowners held the position that the SWM 

Easement prevented residential development. In fact, the Lands were explicitly marketed 

to the public at large – including to the Applicants – as lands to be residentially developed: 

(a) marketing materials advertising the sale of the Xiao Lands heavily 

referenced the opportunity to residentially develop such lands (the “APS 

Marketing Materials”);12  

(b) the APS itself was replete with references to residential development, 

including a reference to an agreement on the part of neighbouring owner 

Skyline Utilities Inc. to provide the necessary sewage capacity for the 

development of the Xiao Lands by a fixed dated in 2022;13 and,  

 

                                            

10 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 5 and Exhibit “A”, pp. 4, 14-33 
11 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, paras. 2 and 5, pp. 2 and 4 
12 Ulicki Affidavit, Moving Record, paras. 38-39 and Exhibit “Q”, pp. 35, 285-289 
13 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, Exhibit “A”, pp. 27 
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(c) a Good Neighbour Agreement (the “GNA”) (discussed further below) was 

registered on July 14, 2008 against title to the Romspen Lands and the Xiao 

Lands, and the GNA is also replete with references to the owners of the 

Romspen Lands and the Xiao Lands working cooperatively with one 

another with respect to “ongoing operation and development of their 

respective lands” [emphasis added].14  

19. As with many other development properties, the Xiao APS set out a schedule of 

“Permitted Encumbrances” that would pass with title on closing. None of the 

Encumbrances were particularly unusual except that they were created at a time when 

the area was owned by related parties and, therefore, assumed coordination and shared 

vision between the controlling minds of lands now owned by unrelated parties.15  

20. This need for coordination and cooperation had long been recognized between 

former owners of the Romspen Lands and the Xiao Lands, and was memorialized in the 

GNA.16 Pursuant to the GNA, Skyline and the then owners of the Romspen Lands (being 

HVL) entered into an agreement whereby they agreed to cooperate in this manner.  

Specifically, at Article VI, titled “Good Neighbour Cooperation”, the GNA provides as 

follows: 

The Retained Land Owners and the Horseshoe Owners agree, to the extent same 
does not materially adversely effect (sic) the lands owned by them, to cooperate 
with one another with respect to ongoing operation and development of their 
respective lands, and subject to the foregoing, to not oppose or interfere with the 
development applications, proposals and initiatives of the other that are 

                                            

14 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 19, p. 7 
15 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 7 and Exhibit “B”, pp. 4 and 33-36 
16 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 12, p. 5 
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consistent with the development of resort, recreation, retail and residential 
development and associated businesses. [Emphasis added]. 17 

21. Contrary to the Romspen’s assertions, neither the SWM Easement nor the GNA 

operate to prevent the Xiao Lands from being developed nor is the Respondent aware of 

any evidence that easement rights were ever intended to infringe on the property rights 

of the owner of the Xiao Lands.  To the contrary, the purpose of the GNA is to set an 

elevated baseline for cooperation between the parties to it with respect to the 

interpretation of various easements on or relating to the properties given the obvious 

intentions of both owners to develop both their respective properties.18 

Romspen Seeks to Prevent Development of Xiao Lands  

22. The Xiao APS closed on November 7, 2018.19  

23. The Respondent’s team subsequently set out to work on the Project (collectively, 

the “Xiao Team”), the first major task being drafting the application for the plan of 

development for holes 1 and 2 (the “First Phase Application”) and then obtaining the 

approval of the Township of that Application.20   

 

 

                                            

17 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 13 and Exhibit “C”, pp. 5, 37-66 
18 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 19, p. 7 
19 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 14, p. 6 
20 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 15, p. 6 
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24. The First Phase Application (Plan of Subdivision Application (2019-Sub-01)) was 

submitted to the Township in or around August 2020. A Public Meeting for the First Phase 

Application was heard on August 6, 2020.21 

25. It was then that the Respondent learned that Romspen sought to prevent the 

Respondent from building on the Property because its plans for their Phase 4/5 

Development assumed that the Property would remain green space abutting that 

development.  Romspen admits within its materials that it seeks this finding in order to 

sell the lots in the Phase 4/5 Development at a premium, and not because of any interest 

in stormwater management.22 

The SWM Easement Does Not Prohibit Development  

26. The SWM Easement states, in relevant part (emphasis added):  

1. The Transferor hereby transfers to the Transferee the free and 
uninterrupted and unobstructed right and easement to construct, operate and 
maintain such Storm Sewer or Sewers and such Stormwater Management 
Facilities (the said Storm Sewers and Stormwater Management Facilities are 
collectively called the “Storm Sewer"), together with any and all appurtenances 
thereto as may be required from time to time in, under and across the lands 
described in Box 5 by the Township of Oro-Medonte or the County of Simcoe 
pursuant to the terms of any subdivision, engineering, development or site plan 
agreement.  

2. Together with the right of the Transferee, its successors and assigns and 
its and their servants, agents and workmen with all necessary equipment, 
machinery and vehicles to enter upon said lands at all times and to pass and 
repass thereon for the purposes of constructing, reconstructing, examining, 
repairing, renewing or replacing (including replacement with a Storm Sewer of 

                                            

21 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 16 and Exhibit “D”, pp. 6, 67-126 
22 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 18, p. 7 
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larger size or capacity) and maintaining the said Storm Sewer or any part or parts 
thereof whether or not any part to be so constructed, repaired, renewed, replaced 
or maintained is situate on the land above described. 

3. The Transferor hereby undertakes that the lands described in Box 5 above 
shall remain free of physical encumbrances which would hinder the access by the 
Transferee, its servants, or its agents and the Transferor hereby undertakes that 
only the usual grass cover and/or flower beds, trees, golf course features and 
fencing with gates, will be suffered on the said lands, and that no trees, structures, 
or obstructions will be permitted to remain thereon unless the Transferee in writing 
permits the existence of certain physical encumbrances on the lands, for limited 
periods of time, upon written application by the Transferor to the Transferee. 

4. And the Transferor further undertakes with the Transferee that no other 
Easement will be granted over the lands described in Box 5 above prior to the 
registration of this document. 

5. Transferee acknowledges that the lands described in Box 5 are primarily 
used as a golf course by the Transferor, and accordingly any ingress onto the lands 
shall be by written notice to the Transferor, and, Transferee agrees to abide by any 
reasonable terms of ingress, and, to reduce, where possible any interference with 
the Transferor's use of the golf course.  Transferee agrees to schedule any 
required work on the Storm Sewer, during the times that the golf course is not in 
use, unless an emergency requires otherwise. 

6. Transferee agrees to fill in all excavations and as far as is practicable 
restore the surface to the condition existing prior to any entry thereon to exercise 
the rights thereby granted.  

The burden of this Transfer of Easement shall run with the said land described in 
Box 5 of the within Transfer and shall extend to and be binding upon the Transferor,  
its successors and assigns and the benefit of this Transfer of Easement shall enure 
to the benefit of the Transferee, its successors and assigns. 

7. The benefit of this Transfer and all of the terms and conditions contained 
herein shall run with the lots contained on Parts 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18, 19, 20 and 21, Plan 51R·30671.23 

 

 

                                            

23 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 20 and Exhibit “E”, pp. 7, 127-131 
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27. The SWM Easement is meant to provide Romspen with the right to manage the 

storm water flowing from the Phase 4/5 Development onto the Xiao Lands.  To date, and 

contrary to para. 5 of the Applicants’ factum, Romspen has not identified how its 

stormwater management needs for its Phase 4/5 Development are not being met and/or 

are threatened by the development of the Xiao Lands, nor has it sought reasonable 

accommodation from the Respondent to give effect to those plans.24  

28. Instead, Romspen insists on this motion that because the SWM Easement is a 

blanket easement across the Xiao Lands, that all such Lands must be kept undeveloped 

to potentially serve stormwater management needs. This misses the practical realities of 

the circumstances in which the SWM Easement was granted: the Easement is 

presumably vague as to its precise coordinates because Phase 4/5 Developments and 

the Xiao Lands were undeveloped at the time the Easement was granted, and the storm 

water management needs for the area had not yet been practically determined.25 

29. This is no longer the case. Both Romspen and the Respondent are in the process 

of developing the remainder of the Romspen Lands and the Xiao Lands, respectively, 

and as such, the SWM Easement can now be interpreted in line with its purpose: to grant 

Romspen access to locations on the Xiao Lands needed for storm water management.26 

 

                                            

24 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 21, p. 8 
25 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 22, p. 8 
26 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 23, p. 8 
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GNA Incorporates SWM Easement by Reference & Romspen Bound by GNA 

30. Contrary to the Applicants’ assertions at para. 34 of their factum, the GNA 

incorporates the SWM Easement by reference. Specifically, the Romspen and Xiao 

Lands are legally described in their respective schedules to the GNA by parcel register, 

and those parcel registers set out the easements registered on title to such Lands.   

31. Further, contrary to the Applicants’ assertions at paras. 66 and 67, Romspen ought 

not to be able to avoid the covenants located within the GNA because, among other 

things:  

(a) as first mortgagee to the Resort and, thereafter, HVL, Romspen had 

knowledge of the GNA at the time it was executed and registered on title in 

2008;  

(b) Romspen is continuing the business and affairs of HVL through HVD 2018 

and is not an arms-length purchaser of the Phase 4/5 Developments;  

(c) Romspen did not seek to have the GNA removed from title after obtaining 

the Vesting Order referred to above, and thus, tacitly accepted its continued 

operation as it stepped into the shoes of HVL in completing the Phase 4/5 

Developments.  

32. By making the argument that it ought not to be bound by the covenants contained 

within the GNA, the Applicants are expressing to the Court that they wish only to take the 

benefit of the Easements and Agreements registered on title but none of their obligations.  
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No Storm Sewer Easement Concern to Date  

33. To date, the Respondent has only completed plans for holes 1-3, and the 

development of the remainder of the holes is at very preliminary stages of planning.27 

34. To summarize, the Xiao Lands consist of the areas coloured in green, red and 

purple, to the extent that the lands shown in purple on the map marked Exhibit F to the 

affidavit of Charles Xiao include 1 9.  The blue arrows on the said map show, in the opinion 

of the Respondent’s consulting engineers, the flow of water towards and into the Xiao 

Lands.  The lands owned or controlled by Romspen are identified on the map as HVL 

Phase 2, HVL Phase 3A, Romspen Phase 4, and Romspen Phase 5.28 

35. Thus far, the Respondent has submitted draft approvals for the areas that had 

been holes 1 and 2, and submissions for draft plan approval for the area that was 

previously hole 3 is anticipated shortly.  For the most part, these areas are shown in green 

although a part of hole 3 is shown in red on Exhibit “F”.29 

36. As can be seen clearly, the Respondent is in the process of obtaining approvals 

for lots in these areas configured in such a way as to maintain the existing stormwater 

management ponds 1 and 3, and allow for stormwater management facilities as shown 

in the green section of Exhibit “F”.  Romspen (at the moment) and the Township (in the 

                                            

27 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 24 and Exhibit “F”, pp. 8, 132-133 
28 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 26, p. 9 
29 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 27, p. 9 
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future) will have ready access to those stormwater management facilities notwithstanding 

the building of houses on the approved lots.30 

37. Accordingly, there are no current conflicts as to the locations and maintenance of 

the storm water management facilities in the area approved for development. Leaving 

aside the Respondent’s intended conveyance to the Township of the lands on the Xiao 

Lands required for storm sewer management, Romspen and the Respondent can 

address any conflicts between the proposed development of the Xiao Lands and 

Romspen’s easement rights if and when any conflict appears.  The Respondent has been 

advised by its consulting engineer that it should be able to accommodate stormwater 

management needs within the context of the development of the rest of the Xiao Lands 

as had been the case with holes 1-3.31 

38. This is more appropriate than in effect sterilizing the Xiao Lands entirely.  This 

approach would also be far more consistent with the spirit and purpose of the GNA.32 

Green Space on Property not protected by Storm Sewer Easement nor GNA 

39. Romspen raises no complaints with respect to actual storm water management on 

this motion.  Instead, Romspen appears to be concerned that the development of the 

Xiao Lands will reduce green space adjacent to lots in the Phase 4/5 Developments and 

thereby reduce their value.  As set out above, the SWM Easement’s purpose is proper 

                                            

30 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 28, p. 9 
31 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 29, p. 9  
32 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 30, p. 10 
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storm waste management and not maintaining a certain marketing appeal or market value 

for the Romspen Lands.33 

40. The correct interpretation of the SWM Easement’s scope should be to limit it to 

that which is necessary to implement its purpose.  The marketability of lands bordering 

on green space is irrelevant to storm management considerations. 34 

41. It may be that Romspen appears to be trying to be made “whole” from what 

appears to have been a loss in its investment in HVL before the appointment of a receiver.  

This is inappropriate and a collateral attack on the Xiao Lands’ value. The Respondent 

does not owe Romspen any obligation to assist it make up for whatever it lost with its 

borrower.35 

42. The purpose of the SWM Easement was to enable the owner of the Romspen 

Lands to ensure storm water management for its property. It is intended that the Township 

become the owner of the lands required for that purpose because it wishes to take over 

storm water management, in the public interest.  That will eliminate any need for Romspen 

to enter onto any part of the Xiao Lands to deal with storm water management.  Romspen 

will have no other connection to the Xiao Lands.  There is no basis for any restriction to 

be imposed by this Honourable Court, through an interpretation of the title documents or 

                                            

33 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 31, p. 10 
34 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 32, p. 10 
35 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 33, p. 10 
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otherwise, on the manner in which the Respondent develops its property.36 

Knowledge and Experience from Holes 1, 2 and 3 

43. While Romspen claims that the SWM Easement ought to apply to all of the Xiao 

Lands, the experience from the development of holes 1, 2 and 3 indicates that this is 

unnecessary to achieve the purpose of the easement.  As indicated by Exhibit “F”, 

accommodation for stormwater management can be achieved without requiring the Xiao 

Lands to remain undeveloped. 37 

44. Furthermore, as far as the Respondent is aware, Romspen does not have draft 

plan approval from the Township for its Phase 4/5 Development.  Indeed, it is the 

Respondent’s understanding that the written hearing currently in process before the 

Ontario Land Tribunal deals with exactly this issue.  However, the easement document 

itself provides that Romspen’s obligation to maintain stormwater management is subject 

to the requirements of the Township pursuant to the terms of any site plan or other such 

agreement. If no such agreement exists, the extent of Romspen’s obligations (and 

therefore its required right of access) is not actually known at this moment.  As indicated 

above, once the Respondent effects the transfer of lands to the Township for this purpose, 

Romspen’s obligation will disappear in any event.38 

                                            

36 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 34, p. 11 
37 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 35, p. 11 
38 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 36, p. 11 
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45. In any event, without proper assessment, study and design completed for holes 4 

to 8 and the impact (if any) of storm water management associated with and required in 

those areas by the Phase 4/5 Development, it is not possible to estimate where the 

easement will lie on the Xiao Lands and whether an actual issue exists at this time.39 

46. In the absence of a proper assessment, study and design together with draft plan 

approval, there is no basis to conclude that the Phase 4/5 Development’s stormwater 

management needs would require access to the entirety of the Xiao Lands. This was 

clearly not the case with respect to that part of the Property that had been holes 1– 3.40 

Management by Township in Future 

47. It is the Respondent’s understanding that in the interest of better municipal 

planning, the usual practice for stormwater management is for the municipality or 

township to assume control of the stormwater ponds and lands where stormwater would 

flow.  The Respondent has been so advised by the Township planner in charge of their 

file, Derek Witlib.41 

 

 

                                            

39 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 37 and Exhibit “G”, pp. 12, 134-235 
40 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 38, p. 12 
41 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 39, p. 12 
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48. Instead of stormwater management being an easement granted over privately-

owned parcels of land, the lands involved in stormwater management are typically 

conveyed to the municipality or township, so that it can manage and maintain stormwater 

facilities in the public interest.  If the municipality takes over the maintenance and 

servicing of the easement, the ponds and land would then become servicing blocks under 

the township.  If that is the case in the future, then it becomes irrelevant for the purpose 

of stormwater management what the easement allows or disallows in terms of 

development contemplated for the Xiao Lands.  The Township, through Mr. Witlib, has 

asked the Respondent to convey the lands needed for stormwater management and, as 

indicated above, the Respondent has agreed to do so. 42 

PART III – STATEMENT OF ISSUES, LAW & AUTHORITIES 

a. The easement grant should be interpreted as narrowly as possible 

49. An easement cannot amount to a claim entirely at variance with the proprietary 

rights of the servient owner.  While an easement does to some extent detract from those 

rights, where the rights detract so substantially from the rights of the servient owner, it 

must be something other than an easement. 

 Shelf Holdings Ltd. v. Husky Oil Operations Ltd., 1989 56 DLR (4th) 193 

 

                                            

42 First Xiao Affidavit, Responding Record, para. 40, p. 12 
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50. An easement right cannot confer a right to possession or control of the servient 

lands to an extent that is inconsistent with the possessory rights of the servient owner. 

Lund v. Miles Farm Ltd., 2002 BCSC 275 at para. 40 

51. The question as to whether or not the grant of an easement right amounts to joint 

or exclusive occupation raises a line that is difficult to draw and must be determined in 

light of common sense. 

Robinson v. Pipito, 2014 BCCA 200 at para. 21 and 45 

52. Consideration of the circumstances that existed when the easement was created 

is necessary to give effect to the intentions of the parties. 

Square-Boy Limited v. The City of Toronto, 2017 ONSC 7178 at para. 33 and 

 Laurie v. Winch, [1953] 1 SCR 49 at p. 56 

53. The Applicants rely on Satva for the proposition that an easement must be 

interpreted in its plain and ordinary meaning and the surrounding circumstances are not 

relevant when the language is clear. However, even if this Court were to consider the 

plain meaning, the text is clear that the purpose of the easement is to provide access for 

stormwater management, not unfettered access to and control over the whole golf course. 

54. Romspen’s claim on this motion would be tantamount to providing it with 

unrestricted use and exclusive possession of the servient lands, at least to the extent that 

the Respondent would be unable to utilize its lands for development or, in fact any 

purpose at all.  This is contrary to well settled law. 
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 Robinson v. Pipito, 2014 BCCA 200, at para. 22 

55. The fact that the servient lands had been a golf course at the time of the creation 

of the easement is not determinative of anything. Historic use and circumstances 

surrounding the use of the servient lands may be important to the understanding of the 

nature and extent of the rights conveyed, but the legal analysis as to the rights of the 

parties may be different. 

Markowski v. Verhey, 2020 ONCA 472 at para. 32 

56. The Ontario Court of Appeal has made it clear that the dominant owner does not 

own an easement or the land on which its runs, but only enjoys the reasonable use of 

that property for its granted purpose.  Where a complaint is raised as to substantial 

interference with the use of the easement by the servient owner, the answer will turn on 

the specific circumstances of each case.  Romspen cannot succeed without strong factual 

evidence to support a claim that the Respondent’s development would substantially 

interfere with Romspen’s reasonable use of that part of the easement lands reasonably 

required for stormwater management. 

Weidelich v. de Koning, 2014 ONCA 736 at para. 12 

57. The Court will not accept the dominant owner’s argument that an encroachment 

by a permanent structure is a substantial interference whether or not the encroachment 

actually interferes with the dominant owner’s reasonable use. 

Weidelich v. de Koning, 2014 ONCA 736 at para. 19 
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58. The express purpose of the subject easement was stormwater management.  The 

prohibition of development by the servient owner is not part of the literal meaning in that 

express purpose.  In essence, Romspen must satisfy the Court that such a prohibition on 

the servient owner is an ancillary right that extends the easement.  The Ontario Court of 

Appeal has held that an ancillary right arises where it is necessary to give effect to the 

rights granted by the easement.  If the ancillary right sought by the dominant owner is not 

necessary for the effective use of the easement as granted, but is merely more 

convenient, it will not form part of the easement.  

Fallowfield v. Bourgault, 2003 CarswellOnt 5194, at para 22 – 23 and 

 1637063 Ontario Inc. v. 2404099 Ontario Ltd., 2019 ONSC 7511 at para. 74 

59. For the foregoing reasons, it is submitted that: 

(a) There is no legal basis to prohibit the Respondent from developing its lands, 

provided that it maintains access to the stormwater management ponds for 

the purpose of stormwater management for the benefit of the Romspen 

Lands; 

(b) this has already been accomplished on part of the Xiao Lands; 

(c) the balance of the Xiao Lands have not yet been subject to the planning 

process, so the precise area of the Xiao Lands required for stormwater 

management has not been determined; and, 

(d) there is no evidence that Romspen’s Phase 4/5 Development stormwater 

management needs will not be met and/or will suffer with the development 

of the Xiao Lands.   
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b. The easement is about to become obsolete at which point it should be 

extinguished 

60. Further and in any event, the areas required for stormwater management are in 

the process of being conveyed to the Township for that purpose.  At that point, Romspen 

will have no interest in the subject easement in any event.  

61. Our Court of Appeal has confirmed that where the purpose of an easement no 

longer exists, the easement will be extinguished as a matter of law.43 

PART IV - ORDER REQUESTED 

62. For the foregoing reasons, the Respondent requests that this motion be dismissed. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 3rd day of March, 2022. 

 

 
 

 Tamara Markovic 
Minden Gross LLP 

 

 

                                            

43 Remicorp v. Metrolinx, 2017 ONCA 443 at paras 65 and 71. 
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